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AIDA is an Adaptive
I ntelligence & Data Analytics
AIDA, THE DATA SCIENCE TOOLS.
It is a comprehensive business
intelligence and data analytics
platform
to
handle
entire
spectrum of Big Data Analytics
powered by Artificial Intelligence
(AI).
What is Data Science? Data
science is a method for gleaning
insights from structured and
unstructured
data
using
approaches
ranging
from
statistical analysis to machine
learning.
In any organisations, meaningful
data helps for higher level to
make business decision. In a
rapid world, time is an essence.
With AIDA , your valuable non

replaceable resources i.e. time
and also data will be taken care
of.

AIDA make possible for raw data
to be transformed into WISDOM.
The diagram below will explain
AIDA systematic workflow:
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Improve Security
AIDA as a platform, consists of components
that are fully develop by local talents with preexisting AI engines (PRIDE and KRISPI) that
has proven track records, and can be hosted
on premise for secured data sovereignty

AIDA via PRIDE shall deliver the capability to
efficiently consolidate and standardize the
organisation’s current wealth of data

Robotic Process Automation
The usage of PRIDE and KRISPI shall
eliminate unnecessary usage of manpower

Phase 2

Modelling

AIDA as a platform guarantees your
organisations:

Data Consolidation & Standardization

70% of time is normally spent
here (PRIDE to rescue)
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Scalability
AIDA is highly scalable and can be utilized
effectively for various departments
affiliated with the organisation

